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Abstract

In recent years, an increasing number of portable de-
vices with large amounts of storage have become widely
used. In this paper, we present the early design of the FEW
system, a system that aims to ease file management in the
new mobile environment. To this end, the system will man-
age file replicas stored in fixed and portable storage devices.
It will provide an automatic mechanism to establish new file
replicas by analyzing file system activity. The system will
automatically and incrementally synchronize all file repli-
cas exploring the available network connectivity and the
availability of portable storage devices. To merge concur-
rent updates, operational transformation techniques willbe
used.

1. Introduction

In recent years, an increasing number of portable de-
vices have become widely used. Laptops and PDAs have
been joined by a myriad of new computing devices such
as mobile phones, digital media players, portable storage
devices (e.g. flash key rings/clocks), digital cameras, etc.
Most of these devices have large amounts of storage, al-
lowing users to carry gigabytes of data at any time. Unlike
old portable storage (such as floppy disks, CD-ROMs, etc.),
these devices tend to have performance and reliability com-
parable to hard disks. Moreover, some of these devices have
intrinsic computing and communication capabilities, allow-
ing them to act as computing devices as well as sophisti-
cated, networked based storage devices.

The emergence of these new devices is creating a new
mobile computing environment with characteristics that
represents an important depart from assumptions taken in
older mobile data management systems [19, 23]. In this pa-
per, we present the early design and main research ideas of
the Files EveryWhere (FEW) system, a system that we are
currently developing to provide file management in this new
computing environment.

FEW is a distributed file system that manages files stored
in computing devices and portable storage devices. To im-
prove availability, groups of related files can be replicated
in multiple storage devices. Temporary file replicas of re-
cently used files are automatically created in portable stor-
age devices. Permanent file replicas can be easily created by
users by copying files between storage devices.

In order to support mobility and ad hoc file access and
update, the system uses a read-any-write-any model of data
access. When accessing files in mobile computers, the sys-
tem selects which of the available replicas to access based
on the freshness, performance and energy characteristics of
the multiple storage devices. When modifying a file, a sin-
gle replica is changed. Additionally, invalidation reports are
asynchronously sent to all other replicas using a best-effort
approach.

File replicas are synchronized in pairwise epidemic up-
date propagation sessions [5]. These sessions are triggered
by invalidation reports and executed periodically to guaran-
tee eventual convergence of all replicas even if invalidation
reports are lost.

During synchronization sessions, update operations are
propagated. To this end, when files are modified and closed,
the system automatically computes file differences and logs
correspondent operations. Reconciliation is based on oper-
ational transformation. The system will include automatic
conflict resolution solutions for three file types: line-based
text files (as in CVS/RCS [3]), XML text files and binary
files. Type-specific solutions for other file types may be de-
fined by programmers. Besides allowing peer-to-peer syn-
chronization, our approach minimizes data propagated in
synchronization sessions.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 presents the system design. Section 3 discusses some
issues related with replica management. Section 4 discusses
synchronization and reconciliation. Section 5 discusses re-
lated work and section 6 concludes the paper with some fi-
nal remarks.



2. System Design

The FEW system comprises a set of participating ma-
chines. In each machine there is a set of internal storage
units and a set of portable storage units (in portable de-
vices, such as flash disks) that may vary over time. Portable
storage units are either disconnected or controlled by a sin-
gle machine. Storage units corresponds to what is normally
called a disk partition.

Using FEW, a set of files (contained inside a storage unit)
may be replicated in multiple units, possibly in distinct ma-
chines. Each machine, runs a file system intersection layer
and a FEW server that is responsible for maintaining repli-
cas synchronized. File replicas stored in portable storagede-
vices are synchronized when connected to a machine run-
ning FEW.

2.1. File containers

The unit of replication is the file container. A file con-
tainer contains a set of files, possibly a single one, and it
has a unique system wide identity. Inside a file container,
files have unique identifiers in a flat namespace. Addition-
ally, files have names in a tree-based namespace within each
container.

Each machine hosts a directory tree composed of one of
more mounted storage units. In each machine’s directory
tree, a container replica has a base directory that may dif-
fer from machine to machine. However, any given container
replica must reside in a single storage unit (naturally, con-
tainers are replicated across many different units).

FEW will provide tools for explicit management of con-
tainers and container replicas. For example, a user may cre-
ate a container based on the contents of a directory (and its
subdirectories), create a local replica of a container from
any existing container in a reachable FEW machine or add
files to a container.

However, to minimize administrative costs, we provide
automatic mechanisms for container (and container replica)
creation and retirement. By default, when a user copies a set
of files between two storage units1, a container is created
with all the transferred files and each copy of the container
is considered a container replica. If the files that are being
copied already belong to a container, a container replica is
created in the destination unit. Replica retirement is alsoau-
tomatically inferred when all files contained in a container
are deleted.

1 When the copy is executed between local and remote storage units
mounted on the machines’ directory structure, it is easy to iden-
tify such occurrence. However, we intend to identify copiesexecuted
from/to remote file systems relying on external file-transfer programs
such asscpby allowing FEW servers to exchange information about
recently accessed files.

When a container is created and after its creation, addi-
tional files may be added to the container based on informa-
tion automatically extracted from access traces and by rules
specified by the users (a set of pre-defined rules is specified
in FEW). For example, a rule may specify that when cre-
ating a container with a file with “.cc” extension, all files
with “.h” and “.cc” extensions in the same directory should
also be added to the container. Moreover, it will be possi-
ble to automatically add to a container a file that is found to
be closely related to a file already in the container, based on
access traces. This solution is similar to cache hoarding for
supporting disconnected operation and combines and ex-
tends ideas proposed in Coda [8] and SEER [9].

A container replica may only contain the data of a sub-
set of the files in the container. However, a container replica
always has knowledge about all files in the container (not
necessarily in a strict consistency sense). When a user lists
the files in the directory that contains a container replica,
all files in the container are listed. When a user accesses a
file that is not currently replicated in the given unit, FEW
downloads the file contents from a nearby container replica.
When accessing a file replicated locally, FEW may also
download the file contents from a nearby replica to improve
freshness, performance or reduce energy-usage. Note that
freshness improvement is closely related with file synchro-
nization and will be discussed later.

As container replicas are typically scattered along dif-
ferent machines, it is necessary to provide a mechanism to
locate them and efficiently manage communication among
them. To this end, FEW servers establish an overlay net-
work, on top of which, a multicast dissemination group is
set for each replicated container. Each FEW server should
join all multicast groups for the containers replicated lo-
cally (either on fixed or portable storage units). Location
queries are propagated using this mechanism. We intend to
build this binding and dissemination facility using an exis-
tent system, such as Scribe [2]. As most existing user level
multicast overlays have been designed for stationary, well
connected computers, we will complement it with features
geared towards the support of the mobile branches of the
dissemination trees.

FEW automatically creates temporary container replicas.
When a user accesses a container replica in a portable stor-
age unit, FEW creates a temporary container replica in a
resident unit. Conversely, the same happens when access-
ing replicas in resident units. All temporary container repli-
cas are stored in a well-known directory of the target units
and may be directly accessed by users.

2.2. Container synchronization

When a user modifies a file in a file container, that sin-
gle replica is written. Additionally, FEW creates an invali-



dation report that is asynchronously sent to all servers con-
taining container replicas using a best-effort policy. Inval-
idation reports for container replicas that are not currently
available (either because they are stored in an unreachable
computer or in a disconnected portable storage device) are
lost. Upon reconnection of a container replica or periodi-
cally, consistency is checked using large granularity tech-
niques [12].

Synchronization of container replicas occur during pair-
wise epidemic propagation sessions. When an invalidation
report is received, the server schedules a new synchroniza-
tion session for some time in the near future. Additionally,
synchronization sessions are scheduled periodically until all
reachable replicas converge to the same state. To this end,
each container replica collects and maintains large granu-
larity information about the state of all other replicas.

FEW adopts a log propagation approach, where update
operations are propagated during synchronization sessions.
Update logs are automatically created when users mod-
ify and close files, using type-specific algorithms. Conflicts
may occur as FEW uses a read-any-write-any model of data
access and supports disconnected operation. Conflict reso-
lution is solved using operational transformation techniques
detailed later.

In order to accommodate heterogeneous communication
facilities and an incremental style of synchronization, FEW
will order the logs to be propagated by system and user rele-
vance. Replica management related events and directory up-
date logs will have priority. File update logs will be sorted
by file ranking. File ranking will be automatically computed
based on previous read / write access patterns. Synchro-
nization will proceed in background as connectivity allows.
User access to local replicas will not be prevented by on-
going synchronization and, when the user opens a file, the
system will try to optimize freshness and energy consump-
tion. If needed, file synchronization will be completed be-
fore the return of the open call.

We are building FEW using a stackable file system (us-
ing FiST [25]) that allows to intercept all file system oper-
ations. This approach is necessary to implement automatic
container (and container replica) creation. Moreover, it al-
lows a directory to contain files belonging and not belong-
ing to a container replica.

An additional feature that we want to support is the pos-
sibility to allow users to modify file replicas in machines
that do not run FEW. Assuming that users do not modify
files that maintain FEW-specific meta-data, that are stored
by the FEW stackable filesystem as hidden files, it seems
that it is only necessary to verify the validity of the meta-
data when a filesystem is mounted under the control of
FEW. External modifications can be detected by storing file
digests in the FEW meta-data. However, when a file is mod-
ified outside the control of FEW, the log of update opera-

tions is not available. To compute it, FEW needs to access
the old and new file version. To this end, we intend to evalu-
ate two possibilities: maintaining an additional copy of each
file in the storage unit or obtaining it from other replicas.

3. Issues in replication management

FEW explores connectivity in order to limit replica di-
vergence, giving to each user the most up to date vision of
the state in reachable replicas. This is subject to tunable con-
straints regarding energy and bandwidth consumption when
these factors impose a non neglectable cost.

In a given machine, both external and self-imposed lim-
itations will limit its horizon of connectivity. Its horizon in-
cludes passive storage units currently mounted in the ma-
chine and remote storage units mediated by other machines
in its reachable network.

In FEW, replica creation and retirement is not con-
strained by small horizons. In order to create new replicas
it is sufficient to access an existing replica. By having ac-
cess to an existing replica one has access to both the iden-
tity of the replicated entity, and to the state and version of
that replica.

In fact, only the identity of the replicated entity is strictly
necessary for new replica creation, since these replicas can
be assigned an empty state and an appropriate version id.
The version id is such that this isolated replica will be dom-
inated by any other replica (getting its state upon synchro-
nization) or made concurrent with all replicas if written be-
fore the first contact with other replicas.

Since in FEW we are operating over file systems we can
distinguish two types of replicated entities, file containers
and files. Recall that file replicas will always be associated
to a container replica, and containers can be partially repli-
cated. Although file replica identity and version can be re-
lated to its container envelope’s identity and version, both
container replicas and individual file replicas require a ver-
sion control mechanism that traces their evolution under op-
timistic operation.

In general, the version id of each replica will represent,
in a compact way, the causal history of update events that
have been incorporated in the replica state. The high degree
of autonomy that is allowed for replica creation, precludes
the use of version vectors for causal history characterization
as they depend on global replica identifiers. Autonomous
version tracking can be achieved by recursive techniques
[1] for id assignment. These techniques operate under per-
manent partitioning and ensure a correct characterizationof
data causality among active replicas.

Alternative approaches to autonomous version tracking
imply probabilistic techniques whose merits with respect to
deterministic approaches are still in debate. The develop-



ment of FEW will help to shed some insight over the prac-
tical implications of both techniques.

Replica retirement is an opportunity for the reduction of
version identifiers that need to be tracked on the system. Al-
though some replicas can be out of contact for very long pe-
riods, and possibly lost, this should not impact the correct-
ness of version tracking. Consequently, only detected retire-
ments will lead to reductions on version tracking load.

4. Synchronization and Reconciliation

FEW adopts an optimistic replication strategy with a
read-any-write-any model of data access. This approach al-
lows to modify a container replica without accessing any
other container replica. In mobile environments, a tradi-
tional usage scenario that requires this property is the sup-
port of operation in disconnected devices. Additionally, in
our environment, where container replicas may reside in
portable storage devices that are disconnected from comput-
ing devices for long periods of time, the previous property
is important to allow users to access a container replica in
a connected devices when it is impossible to contact all (or
most) of container replicas (because they reside in discon-
nected portable devices). Finally, our approach is important
to support data sharing and collaborative work styles. For
example, two users may want to concurrently modify differ-
ent parts of the same document, relying on automatic recon-
ciliation mechanisms to merge their changes (as they would
do today relying, for example, on CVS to merge changes).

In FEW, replicas are synchronized during pairwise epi-
demic propagation sessions. In each synchronization ses-
sion, each replica propagates the set (or a subset) of updates
unknown to the other replica. This approach allows peer-
to-peer replica synchronization exploring available network
connectivity to propagate updates from and to portable stor-
age devices when these devices are connected to a com-
puter.

The optimistic replication approach adopted may lead to
data divergence. To handle existing conflicts, we have de-
cided to adopt a reconciliation mechanism based on oper-
ational transformation [6]. To this end, updates are propa-
gated as operations. We detail our approach in the next sub-
sections.

4.1. Inferring the update log

Previous works [11, 4] have shown that operation-based
update propagation may be more efficient than state-based
update propagation. Moreover, during reconciliation, the
extra semantic information encoded in the operations may
be used to provide better solutions. These reasons lead us to
the use of operation-based update propagation.

Adopting operation-based update propagation in a file
system has a preliminary problem: how to log semantic-rich
operations when applications use the traditional file system
interface (reading and writing sequences of bytes). To this
end, previous systems have decided to log user commands
in the interactive shell [11] or the raw user activity at the
application level [4]. To obtain the same final state in a dif-
ferent computer, the log of operations has to be replayed
in a system with the same software. An additional mecha-
nism is provided to verify that the replay leads to the same
state.

In FEW we have decided to adopt a different strategy.
The log of (semantic-rich) operations is inferred when an
application closes a file. In this moment, the system auto-
matically calls a type-specific application that must infer
the executed operations by comparing the initial and final
file state. This application returns the sequence of opera-
tions that will be logged and later propagated to other repli-
cas. As in other log-based data management systems, a log-
compression algorithm will run to compress the operations
in the log, thus minimizing the information that is locally
stored and that it is propagated to other replicas.

FEW will include the following type-specific solutions.
For line-based text files (as considered in systems like
RCS/CVS), we use traditional algorithms for computing
differences in text files as the basis to create the sequence of
executed operations (insert/remove/replace line). For XML
text file, we intend to use XML-specific algorithms for com-
puting differences (e.g. [10]). As before, specific operations
to change the document structure and elements’ contents
will be generated based on these differences. Finally, for
files of unknown types, an operation that sets a new state to
a file is created (with the contents of the new file). As aset
stateoperation overwrites causally-dependentset stateop-
erations, consecutive write to the same file are encoded as a
singleset stateoperation. In this case, operation based up-
date propagation is similar to state-based update propaga-
tion.

For other file types, users may register in a container,
type-specific applications to infer operations and provide
the needed semantic information for the log-compression
algorithm. Additionally, we intend to provide an alterna-
tive file system interface to allow applications specially de-
signed for FEW to explicitly modify a file using a type-
specific interface.

4.2. Executing the logged operations

When a sequence of operations is received in some
replica, the operations are locally stored and immediately
executed in the local file replica using operational transfor-
mation (OT) techniques [6, 22]. The basic idea behind OT
is to modify the original operation in a way that its execu-



tion in a different state leads to the same expected results.
To this end, OT algorithms need to transform each opera-
tion against all concurrent operations.

For example, suppose that user A adds line 5 to some
text file in replicaR1 and user B adds line 7 to the same text
file in replicaR2. When the operation of user A is propa-
gated to replicaR2 (that already contains the new line 7), it
can be applied without being changed, thus merging the op-
erations of the two users. However, when the operation of
user B is propagated to replicaR1, the position of line 7 has
been shifted by the insertion of line 5. Therefore, to obtain
the same expected result, it is necessary to modify the op-
eration that inserts line 7 to insert the new line at position8
instead. This is achieved by transforming the operation ex-
ecuted by user B against the operation executed by user A.

This approach allows replicas to eventually converge
while being synchronized using a peer-to-peer communi-
cation model. Additionally, each replica always reflects all
known updates.

OT is mostly useful for preserving users intentions when
concurrent updates can be automatically merged (i.e. when
updates do not conflict). However, OT also allows to easily
detect real conflicts, as each update is transformed against
all concurrent updates. Conflict resolution strategies canbe
implemented by defining specific transformation rules for
conflicting operations.

In FEW we will adopt the following pre-defined conflict
resolution strategies. For line-based text files, OT rules will
create multiple versions of each line. Multiple versions will
be encoded in the text file using RCS/CVS conventions. For
XML text files, OT rules will also create multiple versions
of concurrently modified elements. We are still investigat-
ing the best way to encode the multiple versions. For files
of unknown type, two solution will be available. The first
solution creates multiple versions of the file. This solution
should be used with files directly edited by users. The ba-
sis to achieve this property is to coherently transform some
set stateoperations intocreate file versionoperations when-
ever there is a conflict. The second solution will keep a sin-
gle version. The basis to achieve this property is to trans-
form set stateoperations that do not correspond to the se-
lected version intovoid operations. As before, users may
define and register OT rules for additional file types.

To perform OT, each replica will maintain a log contain-
ing the operations recently executed. Additionally, for each
file, it will exist one replica, named the golden replica, that
maintains the complete log of operations. Thus, this replica
allows to create all file versions and perform all needed OT.
Whenever possible, this replica should be stored in a highly
available host.

Using this approach, garbage collection of the log is
quite simple. For each file, the information about updates
known in the golden replica is propagated to all replicas dur-

ing synchronization sessions. A replica may delete all up-
dates that are known in the golden replica. Usually, a replica
will not immediately delete recent updates as they are nec-
essary to locally perform OT and to perform peer-to-peer
synchronization.

5. Related Work

Several data management systems fortraditional mo-
bile computing environments have been developed rely-
ing on optimistic replication (see [18] for a recent survey).
Coda [19] is a distributed file system that enables mobile file
access through its support for disconnected and weakly con-
nected operation. Bayou [23] is a replicated database sys-
tem, where users may specify application-specific conflict
detection and resolution rules with each update.

Although supporting data access in mobile computing
environments, these systems were not designed to face the
problems and to exploit the opportunities opened by the in-
creasing number and capacity of portable storage devices
that are now available. Recently, several systems have been
designed for this new environment.

In [24], the authors extend the Coda system by using the
data stored in portable storage devices to improve perfor-
mance (as a lookaside cache). Blue File System (BFS) [13]
is a client/server file system that provides energy-efficiency
by using a flexible cache hierarchy that includes data stored
in portable devices. Unlike these systems, FEW intends to
handle portable storage devices as first-class citizens, man-
aging replication of shared data in all devices and allowing
peer-to-peer synchronization.

PersonalRAID [20] and Footlose [14] are systems de-
signed to manage data stored in devices from a single user.
Although their architecture is different, they both synchro-
nize by using one-to-one interactions without relying on a
central server. Unlike these systems, FEW intends to man-
age data that can be shared by multiple users, which im-
poses additional problems for guaranteeing freshness and
consistency, as data can be modified concurrently by multi-
ple users.

In Segank [21], a user always has a portable device
(MOAD) that maintains information about the most recent
version of an object, based on the user’s activity. The sys-
tem assumes that all devices are always connected to the
network. When accessing an object, the system searches the
most recent version, based on the information stored on the
MOAD. In FEW, we intend to address the disconnection of
portable devices, as it seems an obvious consequence of the
limited battery, connection costs or usage model of some
devices (e.g. flash keyrings).

In our system we will also use and improve techniques
previously developed for data management in mobile as
well as stationary environments, namely: creation and dele-



tion of file replicas to provide high availability and good
performance [17, 7], epidemic update propagation [5], up-
date propagation based on operations logs [23], version
identifiers allowing the computation of relations among
replicas [15, 1] and the use of semantic information and op-
erations transformation to reconciliate concurrent versions
of data [6, 22, 16].

FEW, as compared to previous systems geared towards
the exploitation of portable storage, will try to integratein
a coherent set the following characteristics and functional-
ities: multiuser, disconnected operation, easy and transpar-
ent replica creation and deletion, incremental P2P replica
synchronization and automatic reconciliation of concurrent
replicas.

6. Final remarks

In this paper we have presented the early design of the
FEW system, a file management system for mobile comput-
ing environments that include portable storage devices. In
FEW, files are grouped in containers and containers may be
replicated in multiple storage devices. The system will ex-
plore the multiple available replicas to improve freshness,
performance and to reduce power consumption. To ease
the administrative cost related with replica management, we
will provide an automatic mechanism to group files in con-
tainers and to create a new replica by simply copying files
between two different file systems.

Containers are synchronized during peer-to-peer inter-
actions, exploring available network connectivity and the
availability of portable storage devices. Unlike previous
systems, our approach will infer the log of executed up-
dates by comparing file states and use use operational trans-
formation techniques to merge concurrent updates. The sys-
tem will use operational reconciliation techniques to recon-
cile concurrent updates. Pre-defined solutions for line-based
text files, XML text files and files of unknown types will be
provided. Type-specific solution may be added to the sys-
tem.

We are currently in the early stages of system implemen-
tation. Concurrently, we are still refining the system design.
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